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              Simplicity®

            

          

        

        
          
            
              
                1Q is a revolutionary consumer engagement platform that is changing the way companies interact with their customers. 1Q allows brands to engage with an audience in real-time based on who they are or where they are, better, faster and cheaper than any service available today.
              

            

          

        

      


      
        
          
            
              
                Trusted by Hundreds of Leading Brands
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                    For Business

                    Capture targeted, instant consumer feedback to help you make better business decisions more quickly.

                    Learn More
                  

                

              

            

          

          


            
              
                
                  
                    For Individuals

                    Quickly and easily answer questions from your mobile phone, get paid instantly or donate it directly to a charity of your choice.

                    Learn More
                  

                

              

            

          

        

      


      
        
          
            

            

          

          
            
              The New Face Of Consumer Engagement

              We have changed the way brands reach consumers, giving you instant access to key audiences to make quick and informed decisions. Reach people where they live, where they are now, where they have been and where they will be in the future. With 1Q, consumers are paid instantly, per response, in cash, cultivating an eager, honest and incentivized member base. Reach people exactly where they are or have been, and where they will be in the future.
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Real Insights.
Real Time.

              Sign Up
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              How It Works
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              1: Sign Up

              Consumers sign up to share their opinions.
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              2: Engage

              Brands send questions, multimedia content, or promotional offers to specific consumers based on their demographics, location, and other profiling information.
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              3: Respond

              Consumers receive brands’ messages and respond in real-time--then get paid instantly.
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              4: Analyze

              Brands can view, analyze, and slice the data they receive right away. When follow-up questions arise, they can instantly recontact the same participants.
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                          Sorry, we don’t support your current browser.

                          We no longer support IE.

                          Here are some browsers we do support that are free to download:
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